A traffic data clustering framework based on fog computing for VANETs
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A B S T R A C T

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are based on vehicle to infrastructure communications in which the vehicles periodically broadcast information to update a Road Side Unit (RSU). The traffic data is forwarded from all RSUs to a cloud or a central server for global analysis and detection of congestion levels on the roads. However, communication costs may considerably increase when a large amount of data is transmitted to such cloud-like service providers. In this paper, we propose a data clustering framework to perform traffic information reduction at the edge of vehicular networks by exploiting fog computing. The proposed data clustering framework defines two methods for the reduction of the traffic data stream: (i) Baseline method, which is an ordinary traffic congestion detection approach, and (ii) two adapted clustering methods for a data stream; namely, the Ordering Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) and the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN). The results have shown that the proposed traffic data framework using clustering methods is accurate even when the vehicular traffic condition is highly congested, potentially reducing the communication costs and bringing significant results for the development of VANETs.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, traffic congestion is one of the biggest challenges in major cities worldwide. People stick in their vehicles for hours during traffic jams eventually leading to economic and time losses and excessive air pollution in urban areas. According to [27], drivers lose an average of 97 hours a year due to traffic congestion in the United States, resulting in $87 billion annually in money-wasting. Therefore, better traffic management and efficient urban mobility have become primary objectives when fostering the development of smart cities.

Besides initiatives to promote alternative transportation to relieve heavy traffic and pollution in modern cities, the adoption of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) can be an essential resource for more efficient and safer mobility. In fact, alongside other integrated services such as intelligent traffic lighting and urban-related emergency management, VANETs are expected to support the creation of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [38]. In this context, new developments are expected to profoundly transform the automotive industry in this century, significantly supporting new solutions for the biggest challenges of our time [11]. In this scenario, VANETs have been considered to provide innovative solutions for smarter transportation, but many challenges remain [21].

Although VANETs can bring significant results to modern cities, an important concern is a considerable increase in the volume of data produced by technological advances in ITS solutions. The International Data Corporation (IDC) has mapped some expectations regarding the number of connected devices, reporting an increase in the order of 50 billion to 1 trillion devices in 2020. Hence, that year accounts for 110 million connected cars with 5.5 billion sensors and 1.2 million connected houses with a total of 200 million sensors [16] [13]. This complex scenario will inherently put pressure on the operation and management of intelligent transportation systems, which have demanded optimizations to the way VANETs exchange data.

Roughly speaking, VANETs will provide information that can support better automated decisions by the vehicles, which may be exploited to avoid traffic and reduce the probability of accidents. As a result, different approaches have emerged for communication among vehicles, with different particularities [18]. Due to the complexity resulting from inter-vehicle communications, which may be
hard to achieve due to the inherent movement patterns in such scenarios, it is common to employ some fixed communication infrastructure to support data transmissions. A Road Side Unit (RSU) has been frequently employed as a unique device designed to act as a gateway, receiving and providing information to moving vehicles. However, although potentially benefiting when supporting communications among vehicles, high transmission demands may jeopardize the entire efficiency of the system and the performance of the employed RSUs, demanding proper planning and eventual optimizations.

VANETs have been leveraged to support the construction of Traffic Congestion Detection Systems (TCDS) [8]. TCDS have exploited the RSUs and direct communications among vehicles to detect traffic congestions and act to cease their causes, potentially alerting about accidents and slow-motion zones. For such systems, data is the most critical asset, which may be retrieved not only from vehicles and roads but also from any complementary systems such as social media and open databases maintained by governmental agencies [9,33]. Regardless of the case, it is natural to expect that a large amount of data is transmitted and processed to achieve efficient traffic detection, alerting, and mitigation.

Depending on the characteristics of the deployed VANET, such as the number of connected vehicles, the traffic data transmitted by the RSUs to the cloud may be massive, adding a high communication cost for the entire system. Since it may become critical, especially considering the expected increase in the number of active VANETs in modern cities, this article proposes a new traffic data clustering framework to process traffic data streams.

The proposed framework leverages the fog computing paradigm when receiving traffic information from RSUs, reducing the amount of data forwarded to the cloud. Our proposed framework defines two different approaches: (i) a traffic congestion detection approach without data reduction (Baseline method), and (ii) a traffic congestion detection approach based on two clustering methods: Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) and Ordering Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS). These methods are appropriately specified and simulated in different conditions, presenting promising results. The performance analysis shows that the clustering methods achieve a reduction in the amount of transmitted data in different ways. We believe that such clustering methods, which were not described before in the literature to the best of our knowledge, can potentially support important developments and research in the considered areas.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works within fog computing and vehicular ad hoc networks. The system model and problem formulation are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the conducted experiments and the results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related works

Various models of traffic congestion detection [40,7,3,2], with generic solutions, can be found in the literature. However, some of those proposals do not consider the issues related to the impact of traffic data generated on a network link between the RSUs and cloud-like services.

In order to reduce the communication delay between the vehicles and the network server, the study developed by Wahid et al. [40] used a congestion detection method that considers that all vehicles on the network operate as sensor nodes. The vehicles send data to the server and receive traffic information to calculate the road congestion. In the following, responses can be transmitted to all vehicles and road users. The selection of data to be sent is performed according to a transmission policy, which does not use a criteria of randomization or the cost of information. The defined policy considers that all vehicles have the same opportunity to transmit data to the server.

Chen and Li [7] proposed a traffic control that uses an estimation of the traffic flow phase derived from data obtained between VANET vehicles. That estimation uses a prediction algorithm based on Fuzzy logic, making it possible to classify the traffic flow in three states: free flow, synchronized flow, and wide movement congestion flow. The SUMO, MOVE, and NS2 frameworks were used for VANET simulation and data collection.

Bauza et al. [3,2] proposed the use of the CoTEC (COoperative Traffic congestion detECTION) technique, which seeks to optimize the detection of vehicle traffic without the installation of infrastructure sensors, using only V2V communication. To detect congestion conditions, CoTEC uses a Fuzzy logic mechanism based on signal messages received from neighboring vehicles. Bauza et al. [3] conducted and evaluated a congestion simulation (traffic simulator - SUMO) with CoTEC in a highway environment. In that work, the speed and location parameters were analyzed. However, the employed communicator range was 300 meters, transmitting messages periodically at 1 Hz, signaling the vehicle’s location and speed. For the highest precision of the data and adequate measurement of the traffic intensity, it is necessary to compute an optimal amount of re-transmitter vehicles. The higher the number of transmitted messages, the higher the congestion detection quality and the lower the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error).

Another aspect that needs to be considered is the problem of data collection. The study proposed by He and Zhang [15] investigated the rapid evolution of this problem in VANETs, aiming to minimize network communication overheads by choosing to transport or forward data packets based on the current VANET traffic information. To this end, they formulated data collection as a scheduling optimization problem, using an ideal dynamic programming algorithm and heuristics based on genetic algorithms for small and large scale data collection, respectively. To reduce the transmission cost, the scheduling policy considers forwarding only data based on some parameters, including the delay in delivering the message from the vehicle to the base station.

In the works presented in [7,3] and [2], the Fuzzy logic was used to perform the identification/prediction of congestion. Already related to the communication cost of VANETs, the study [15] proposed a data collection solution using a message scheduling policy, aiming to reduce the cost of transmitting these messages to a base station.

Data aggregation and reduction are characteristics present in the context of VANETs. Using the data recovery property in the message recovery signature (MRS), a real-time traffic aggregation scheme was proposed by Shen et al. [32]. In this model, data security features are taken into accounts, such as resistance to attacks, preservation of privacy, and data confidentiality. The authors considered authentication in the transmission of messages, performing the validation and verification of the vehicles’ signatures in the network to guarantee security and prevent data from being exposed to possible attackers. They also proposed the application of batch operations, increasing the efficiency in multiple vehicle signature verification.

Guedes and Campos [12], the authors presented a data aggregation scheme, which seeks to reduce the amount of redundant data in a VANET to mitigate problems related to scalability. The proposed scheme is based on aggregated data, following fixed-length paths, which are used as a parameter for the decision mechanism. In order to validate the application of the scheme, NCTUs, a vehicle network simulator was employed.

In this same perspective, the work presented by Kaur and Kad [19] implemented a data aggregation model that uses the Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector Reliability (AODV-R) protocol based on ant colony optimization. The used protocol is reactive: that is, a
link between the sending and receiving nodes is established only when necessary. To improve the process of choosing the shortest path, the authors proposed the use of the Ant Colony optimization algorithm, replacing the Dijkstra and hop by hop algorithms implemented in the AODV-R protocol. However, that work did not clarify the conceptual level where the proposal is located at, whether in fog or the cloud.

A clustering algorithm based on ant colony optimization for vehicle networks denominated CACONET, proposed by Aadil et al. [1], aimed to optimize the formation of clusters to obtain a robust communication between the components of the VANETs. The central idea is to minimize the number of cluster heads in the network to reduce the communication cost. To validate the use of the algorithm, the authors compared other optimization techniques based on minimizing the number of cluster heads, namely Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) and Comprehensive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (CLPSO).

The study proposed by Havers et al. [14] proposed a tool to collect data on vehicular networks, in addition to grouping them based on distance. For that, they used a technique of linear approximation by parts (PLA) with the purpose of compacting the volume of collected data (drastically reducing it), avoiding the collection of raw data from vehicles that depend on an approach based on streaming limited by error. On the other hand, this approach performs the grouping of data online at the moment when they are being recovered from the devices. Thus, as we propose in this work, our approach uses continuous data instead of working with static databases.

Keramati et al. [20] proposed a method of combining distributed multi-stage approximate clustering in order to detect and locate obstacles, efficiently exploiting the decentralized processing capacity that is available at the edge nodes, also avoiding network saturation of communication. To this end, the authors made use of point clouds from various LiDAR sensors, employing an efficient summarizing method. That method identifies the local clusters, then transforms the information collected from each object into a continuously computed summary of data. The authors evaluated the proposed method both in a simulated environment and in an IoT test bank, which contained representative fog/edge devices.

The work elaborated by Najdetaei et al. [23] proposed applications of big data analysis, using efficient methods capable of processing the raw data obtained from high-rate flows. For that, two approaches were used, LISCO and LISCO-P, which were compared to the PCL E. LISCO approach represents a streaming approach to process LiDAR points while they are being collected. Its parallel counterpart, LISCO-P explores the parallelism of Lisco’s processing pipeline in an architecture-independent manner.

As discussed, TCDS [40,7,3,2] can generate a large amount of data, leading to a significant increase in the cost of communication [15,19,1] in the network link between fog and cloud. Thus, for traffic congestion in a continuous data stream environment, aiming to minimize the traffic data [19] and consequently the network communication cost, the Table 1 compares such aspects with the works covered in this section.

Most of the listed works focused on TCDS do not consider any reduction of traffic data to mitigate the impact of high data generation on the network link between RSU/fog and the cloud. Actually, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been found in the literature providing data reduction in the TCDS problem for a continuous data stream environment since static databases have been mostly exploited by such approaches. Therefore, in order to cope with the limitations of the previous works, we propose a framework to detect road congestion that works incrementally and in an adaptive way, clustering the traffic data stream in order to reduce it, potentially decreasing the communication costs when avoiding to handle with large amounts of offline data.

3. Proposed approach

After defining the considered problem scope and the state-of-the-art related research areas, the proposed approach is described in this Section. The fundamental concepts are described, as well as the required procedures. In order to support such discussions, Table 2 summarizes the adopted notations in next subsections.

3.1. Target scenario

Smart cities are subject to huge amounts of data, flowing through different applications in an urban scenario. Among them, TCDS will also produce massive data to be processed. This is, in fact, the target scenario to be addressed by the proposed framework, as depicted in Fig. 1.

We assume a smart city environment with active urban mobility. In this environment, we have RSU/fog continuously collecting packets from vehicles within its coverage area through IEEE 802.11p. Orange thick arrows indicate the positional data flow from moving vehicles towards the RSU/fog. RSU/fog layer is responsible for routing the traffic data to the LTE/5G network. However, when the traffic data is clustered in the fog, considerably less data is sent on the router’s outgoing interface that connects the LTE/5G network.

3.2. Fundamental definitions

Considering the defined problem scope, it is assumed time-tamped positional updates from moving vehicles, which are transmitted in a streaming fashion. Therefore, let \( D(B, t) \) be the set of continuous traffic data \( B \) arriving in the RSU/fog at time \( t \), \( \tau \) be
the current time, and 0 be the starting time. Thus, for each new traffic data \( B_i \) obtained in the RSU, it is attached to the tuples newly arrived in the set. Thus, the continuous traffic data set \( B \) at time \( t \) is given by \( D(B, t) = \bigcup_{\tau=t}^{\infty} (D(B, \tau) - D(B, \tau - 1)) \cup D(B, 0) \), which is characterized by a spatial trajectory. A spatial trajectory is given by the movement of a vehicle in geographic spaces, usually represented by a series of chronologically ordered points, for example, \( p_1 \rightarrow p_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow p_n \), where each point \( p \) consists of a timestamp \( t \) and a pair of geographic coordinates \((x, y)\). The \( p \) trajectory is considered as a discrete sample but the movement of a set of points is a huge amount of sample, so a trajectory is considered as data flow. The spatial trajectory was applied by the [5,34,6,17,22] to identify traffic congestion over the time for several roads.

This continuous traffic data flow generated over time by vehicles is usually large, leading to network congestion, packet losses, higher communication expenses, waste of bandwidth, and increased delay. For that, \( NB = SB/T \) gives the use of network bandwidth, with \( SB \) representing the traffic data (bps), for \( T \) as the channel bandwidth (bps). Moreover, \( SB \) is also given by \((L_B + \lambda_B)\), where \( L_B \) is the sum of all packet size and \( \lambda_B \) is the average arrival rate. The greater the number of vehicles, the greater is \( NB \). One way to approach this problem is to minimize \( L_B \) subject to the constraint \( a \geq c \), where \( a \) is the accuracy obtained, and \( c \) is the minimum accuracy acceptable to detect traffic congestion.

### 3.3. Streaming data pipeline

The proposed framework uses a pipeline scheme based on a set of connected components, allowing the continuous processing of the traffic data flow for detection of the congestion level on the roads. Thus, it is composed of a series of streaming data processing stages in which each step delivers an output that is the input to the next one. However, our framework can process in parallel some independent steps. For example, while the clustering method is being applied, the data gathering process remains in operation. Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of our data reduction framework.

We highlight the main framework pipeline components: data collection, sampling, clustering, data visualization, and decision-making, which are presented as follows:

- **Data Collection:** The data collection phase occurs when vehicles periodically send a beacon message (IEEE 802.11p) to the nearest RSU. VANETs use Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE), a service provided by the IEEE 802.11p standard. The main infrastructure consists of RSUs engaging vehicles via WAVE to collect traffic information such as time, speed, and vehicle location. WAVE is dedicated to short-distance communication and uses beacon packets to exchange...
information between vehicles and infrastructure. A beacon message, Table 3, is an IEEE 802.11p 2-layer periodic message of situational information used by RSUs and vehicles to exchange knowledge in the Control Channel (CCH). Such beacon has the situational information with 27 bytes but can reach approximately 100 bytes [38]. Depending on the beacon rate, the channel load can increase in scenarios of a high number of vehicles, overcharging the network. When CCH-network is overloaded, beacons packets are lost, causing unpredictable behavior [6,31,35].

- **Sampling:** There is a simple sampling approach designed in the framework, which does not take the data itself into account, e.g., when using a rate of [1:2], the second given traffic data is always routed from each RSU to the fog.
- **Clustering:** The framework uses a sliding time window to contain the traffic data stream that is processed by the Clustering approach. Within this context, we use two clustering algorithms: a) an adapted Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (Adapted-DBSCAN) (see Algorithm 2) and b) the Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (Adapted-OPTICS) (see Algorithm 3). Both algorithms are responsible for implementing different grouping techniques that will be compared herein. DBSCAN and OPTICS are used due to their density-based way of conducting the cluster. Besides, DBSCAN and OPTICS do not require the number of clusters (k-number) a priori, which is essential for the dynamic environment of a vehicular network.
- **Data Visualization:** In the Data Visualization stage, a Multi-dimensional Projections is enabled to map (or project) traffic data into lower dimensional embedding space, typically two or three-dimensional. Formally, given a VANET environment containing n-dimensional points, a dataset D is denoted as \( D^n = \{ \mathbf{p}^n \in \mathbb{R}^n \}_{1 \leq n \leq N} \), which can be seen as a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^m \times \rho \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^m \) mapping each point \( \mathbf{p}^n \in D^n \) to a point \( \mathbf{q}^m \in D^m \), where \( m \) is the projected (visual) space and \( \rho \) denotes the parameter space of \( f \);
- **Decision-Making:** The results generated by data reduction techniques are sent to the cloud layer (LTE/5G) in order to support the desired traffic congestion detection. Therefore, it is possible to use such information in the Decision-Making Process, providing better vehicle routes or re-routing.

Next, we describe the three main layers of this environment and how they relate to our framework.

### 3.3.1. **VANET Layer**

The VANET Layer offers a set of weighted graphs using the road information, which is based on spatial and temporal analysis. The definition of the road network is described as follows:

**Definition 1:** Let a VANET be modeled as a directed and weighted graph \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_N\} \) is the set of intersections and \( E = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_G\} \) is the set of road segments connecting the intersections. Also, let \( N = \{n_1, n_2, ..., n_N\} \) represent the vehicles on the road. When a vehicle \( n_i \), where \( i \) represents the \( i^{th} \) vehicle in \( N \), is driving from a source intersection \( v_p \) to a destination intersection \( v_p \), an ordered set of road segments in the route is defined as \( U_{0,p} = [e_1, e_2, ..., e_G] \), where \( |e| \) is number of road segments in the route.

The TCDS process starts in the urban mobility environment and involves architecture and communication capacity between its elements. In this work, this layer is responsible for producing a massive continuous data flow containing essential information about traffic state identification at a specific moment. In a VANET environment, traffic data is spread out in a beacon way. Each beacon must be encapsulated, forming a metadata set that describes the current state of a specific vehicle. The beacons sent from different sources are gathered to form a landscape representing the traffic state in the scenario.

A Road Side Unit (RSU) is a processing unit placed along the road to receive data emitted for certain vehicles. Thus, a RSU provides part of the connectivity features in a VANET scenario, the V2I communication. The V2I communication consists of connectivity between vehicles and infrastructure available in a particular highway stretch. Each available RSU along the structure has a certain cover radius, and once under this radius, beacons emitted by vehicles must be recovered by the RSU. On the other hand, beacons outside the RSU covering area must be discarded. The high frequency in which beacons are spread out in the vehicular network scenario is required because vehicles, in general, do not know if they are in a coverage area, so they must be recognized as soon as possible. However, this frequency can represent a risk of network overload. The data reduction approach proposed in this article tries to mitigate this effect.

There are several RSUs typically attached along roads or intersections on the communication aspects, using beacon packets to exchange data with vehicles. We assume a message exchange frequency of 1 Hz, the minimum to detect a traffic jam according to [31]. RSU was structured under protocol 802.11p, and we use a standard header as a form to standardize the exchange of information among layers. IEEE 802.11p is based on dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) radio technology to exchange data between vehicles and RSUs.

#### 3.3.2. **Fog computing layer**

The fog layer deploys two different approaches for sampling (Baseline) and clustering (Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS). The Baseline was built in the fog to create similar conditions when comparing the performance with clustering approaches. Actually, Baseline is a simple and straightforward algorithm (Algorithm 1). Merely dealing with traffic data by road segment without concern about data reduction issues, the baseline algorithm forwards all traffic data collected from the cloud’s vehicular environment.

The Baseline Algorithm 1 goes through all segments of the road (lines 1 to 11) and performs the steps to follow. In line 1, all information in the \( e \_i \) segment is initialized to 0 (to ensure that the path information is empty). Lines 3 to 10 run through all the new \( P \) points and check if this \( P \) point has already been visited (line 5). If true, a \( P \) counter is incremented to signal that point has been visited \( P \) times. If false, the point \( P \) is marked as visited, and its information is assigned to the segment \( e_i \).

As the Baseline Algorithm operates in the fog, sending all data received from the urban mobility layer to the cloud allows us to perform comparisons with data reduction methods concerning traffic classification accuracy. However, the main goal of fog is to reduce traffic data, acting as the receiver of all data streams from the mobility environment, and providing data reduction strategies based on the density and distribution of the vehicles along the roads. As aforementioned, the data reduction process implemented

---

**Table 3**

Beacon Payload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SenderID</th>
<th>TabSize</th>
<th>VehID</th>
<th>PcktID</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>8B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in this layer aims, among other things, to reduce the communication cost in the LTE/5G link, besides mitigating latency issues and network overloading. The definition of traffic reduction is presented as follows:

Definition 2. Let a vehicle $N$ be modeled as $N = \{n_1, n_2, ..., n_t\}$, periodically sending Traffic Data ($B = \{r, id, P^{x,y}\}$) to the nearest RSU/fog, where $r$ represents the data timestamp, $id$ is the vehicle identification number, and $P^{x,y}$ gives the location of the vehicle $n_t$ for the latitude $x$ and the longitude $y$. Besides, the speed $s(i)$ of each vehicle $n_i$ is automatically obtained by the difference between the two consecutive position points $(P_{n_i, x}, P_{n_{i-1}, x})$. Hence, the total amount of traffic data stream $\sum_{i=0}^{N} |(\sum_{j=0}^{T} D_j^{i})|$ is clustered to $R = (\sum_{i=0}^{N} |(\sum_{j=0}^{T} D_j^{i})|)/\Omega$ (\forall n \in N : \Omega \geq 1), where $\Omega$ is the data reduction factor and $R$ is the traffic reduction achieved.

As mentioned earlier, the data reduction process proposed in this article takes advantage of the density-based algorithm Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), developed by [10]. Our contribution lies in the technical and conceptual adaptation of the DBSCAN algorithm (Algorithm 2) to use it in a continuous data flow environment. This adaptation enables the DBSCAN to efficiently extract “on-the-fly” the traffic condition insights from the traffic data stream clustering.

In order to provide a comparative analysis of Adapted-DBSCAN with another clustering algorithm, we also implemented the Adapted-OPTICS algorithm. The OPTICS implementation follows the same adaptations made in DBSCAN, creating a fair environment to measure and analyze the results. This comparative analysis can be useful to validate our proposed framework.

The Adapted-DBSCAN Algorithm 2 initializes the $k$ cluster set with 0 (line 1) and runs through all the $P$ points present in the $D$ set (lines 2 to 27). As the Baseline, it checks if the point has already been visited (line 3) and increments its counter (line 4). If it has not been visited yet, it is marked as visited (line 6) and continues processing. In line 8, all neighbors $Nbrs$ of $P$ are retrieved, and then it is checked whether the number of neighbors exceeds the minimum value $MinPts$ passed as a parameter. If larger, $P$ is marked as a node. Otherwise, an incrementing variable $k_i$ (line 12) responsible for counting the number of clusters $k$ is incremented ($k_{i+1}$) and the value in $P$ is assigned to this cluster $k$ (line 13). Then, all $P'$ points present in $Nbrs$ are processed (lines 14 to 25). It is verified if that point has not been visited (line 15), and if true, $P'$ is marked as visited on line 16. Soon afterward, all neighbors $Nbrs'$ of $P'$ are recovered (line 17), and it is checked if the total number of neighbors $Nbrs'$ is equal to or greater than $MinPts$, that is, there is a minimum number of neighboring nodes in $Nbrs'$ to be formed a cluster (line 18). If this is true, the set of neighbors $Nbrs$ merges itself with the set $Nbrs'$ (line 19). In line 22, it is verified that $P'$ is not present in the set of clusters $k$ and adds it to this set true case. In the end, line 29, all clusters are processed and added to the set of clusters $K$, adding their centroid and some neighbors (defined by a percentage $\lambda$) in the representation of the object. This $K$ is the return of the Adapted-DBSCAN algorithm.

It is worth highlighting that a suitable $\epsilon$ can impact the quality and accuracy of the Adapted-DBSCAN algorithm. In [26], the authors make an exploratory analysis in order to measure this impact. The results showed that with low $\epsilon$ values, the data reduction rate increases but with low accuracy. On the other hand, when the $\epsilon$ value increases, the accuracy rate also increases up to a threshold identified by the knee method [30].

DBSCAN requires a representative dataset to discover new clusters. However, in a continuous data flow environment, this representativeness may be lost since, with each interaction, a new data flow is arriving at processing. Thus, to handle this behavior, we use a sliding window which works as a mechanism to adjust flexible limits in the unlimited flow, to seek a finite, but always a variable set of tuples, which is considered as a temporary relationship, as explained at [37] and [25]. In this way, the timestamp values of the streaming tuples are checked for inclusion in a pre-specified time interval, producing an approximate response to a query in the data stream, which allows the Adapted-DBSCAN to analyze parts of the recent data instead of looking at all the history of the data stream. Therefore, the sliding window gathers the incoming data in a pre-specified time interval ($\Delta t$), and when the $\text{elapsed} \_ \text{time} > \text{window} \_ \text{time} \_ \text{limit}$, the accumulated data are submitted to the processing by the Adapted-DBSCAN algorithm.

After providing traffic data stream clustering, the first reduction process is offered automatically by discarding everyday noises resulting from the Adapted-DBSCAN algorithm. The next step is to
reduce the amount of traffic data sent to the cloud. Thus, based on the vehicles’ density distribution on the road for each sliding window, each created cluster is transformed into a new smaller cluster but maintaining the same similarity representation as the original one. However, before reducing the number of elements within each cluster, we choose the most representative point within each cluster to act as a centroid element. In the ordinary DBSCAN, there is no notion of a centroid, and we built this option to provide a central element inside the cluster k with the minimum distance from one another. The goal is to choose a spread set of points (λ) in each cluster with the same similarity (position and speed) from the centroid. As a result, we sent to the cloud a subset representing more relevant elements for each cluster. As aforementioned, this data selection strategy was also implanted in Adapted-OPTICS algorithms in order to create a fair comparative analysis environment.

Algorithm 3: Adapted-OPTICS.

Require: Set of stream points (D) containing all positional vehicle information in the time interval Δt, as well as MinPts and NeighborhoodRadius ε.
1: Initialize clusters k = Unprocessed
2: for all points P ∈ D do
3: pt.reachable_dist = undefined
4: end for
5: for all unprocessed point P ∈ D do
6: Nbrs = getNbrs(P, ε)
7: mark P as processed
8: K’ append(P)
9: if core_dist(P, ε, MinPts) = undefined then
10: Seeds = empty priority queue
11: update(Nbrs, P, Seeds, ε, MinPts)
12: for all q ∈ Seeds do
13: Nbrs’ = getNbrs(q, ε)
14: mark q as processed
15: K’ append(q)
16: if core_dist(q, ε, MinPts) = undefined then
17: update(Nbrs’, q, Seeds, ε, MinPts)
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: end for
22: return (K’)

The first step of the Adapted-OPTICS Algorithm 3 is to initialize the distance of all points in D with undefined (lines 1 to 3). Then, for each point not yet processed, the following tasks will be performed: In line 5, all neighbors of P are captured given a distance defined by ε, in line 6, the point is marked as processed, and in line 7 it is added to an ordered list K’ (which is the output of the algorithm). Soon after (line 8), it is verified that the point pt is not a noise, that is, if the core distance of P is not undefined. If true, a priority queue is initialized and assigned to Seeds (line 9). In line 10, the update function (detailed in the next paragraph), responsible for updating the reachable distance of each neighbor from P, is invoked, passing as parameters the neighbors of P (Nbrs), P itself, the queue Seeds previously initialized, ε and MinPts. After updating neighboring points and filling out the Seeds queue, each item within this queue is processed (lines 11 to 18). The neighbors for each q item in Seeds are retrieved on line 12, marked as processed (line 13), and added to the ordered list K’ (line 14). In line 15, it is checked whether the core distance of q is not also noise. If so, the update function is again invoked to process q and its neighbors Nbrs’. In the end, the Adapted-OPTICS algorithm returns an ordered list K’ with all P and q processed points.

The Adapted-OPTICS update method (lines 10 and 16) works as follows:

1. First, it calculates the central distance to a given point P;
2. Second, a loop is made for all P neighbors so that their reach distance is updated;
3. Then, if the object in the loop has not been processed, proceeds to the next step;
4. It calculates the new reach distance of this object in the loop;
5. If the object does not have the defined distance yet, then this object receives the value of the previous step, and it is added to the Seeds queue;
6. Otherwise, it is checked whether the newly calculated distance is less than the object’s current reach distance;
7. If true, the current distance is replaced by the previous one, and the object is moved up in the Seeds queue.

3.3.3. Cloud computing layer

After the clustering algorithm reduces the traffic data in the fog layer, it is forwarded to the cloud via LTE/5G. In this article, we are concerned only with minimizing communication costs for this network link (LTE/5G) due to the high communication costs applied by cellular operators. In the cloud computing layer, cloud act as a global vehicular traffic manager that discovers the congestion roads in a VANET environment. Once the cloud receives the data, it calculates the traffic condition w_i for each road e_i, providing the traffic condition for all road segments on road map. The definition of the traffic congestion is as follows:

**Definition 3.** Let a road segment e_i be modeled as a set of weights \( W = (w_1, t_1), (w_2, t_2), \ldots, (w_W, t_W) \) representing the traffic condition \( w_j \) over the time \( t_i \), in which \( w : E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_0^+ \) that is, each \( w_i \) is addressing the traffic condition at the time \( t_i \) for the road segment \( e_i \).

Based on data received from the fog computing layer, the framework at the cloud layer is responsible to perform the classification of the traffic flow. The traffic classification process used in this article uses the **Level of Service (LOS)**, as metric defined by Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) [4]. This approach is structured in six levels that provide a reference to classify the traffic condition based on Equation (1):

\[
W_i = 1 - \frac{\bar{s}_i^{avg}}{\bar{s}_i^{max}} \times d_i \quad |d_i > 0
\]

where \( \bar{s}_i^{avg}, \bar{s}_i^{max} \) and \( d_i \) represent the average speed, maximum allowed road speed, and density, respectively, of \( e_i \). Each \( w_i \) is used to detect high traffic density areas combined with low speeds, providing information about the congestion, location, and severity. Thus, the cloud is used to classify the traffic condition in each road \( e_i \) based on each weight \( w_i \) obtained. As shown in Table 4, LOS defines six different levels of service, providing a reference of measurement used to describe the conditions of traffic flow. Each of these levels represents the minimum and the maximum speed based on the maximum road speed allowed.

TCDS (Algorithm 4) in the framework describes the traffic classification condition at the cloud layer.

Require: Set of clusters (\(k' \in R\)) with traffic data reduced
Ensure: Set of traffic classification (LoS) given by traffic condition \(w_i\) for each road segment \(e_i\)
1: Initialize clusters set \(LoS = 0\) and visited = 1
2: for all new cluster \(k < k'\) do
3: if \(k\) is visited then
4: \(k_i = k_{i+1}\)
5: else
6: \(k = k\) visited
7: \(k = k\) visited
8: \(\mu_{\text{avg}} = k\) max()
9: \(d_i = k\) density()
10: \(w_i = 1 - \frac{\mu_{\text{avg}}}{d_i}, d_i > 0\)
11: \(LoS = w_i, \text{value}\)
12: end if
13: end for
14: for all \(k \leftarrow (k = 0, \ldots, k = n)\) do
15: \(w_i, \text{classification} = w_i, \text{value}\) (Table 4)
16: \(LoS = w_i, \text{classification}\)
17: end for
18: return \((LoS)\)

Table 5
Simulation Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Area</td>
<td>1 km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of road segments</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles Speed</td>
<td>13 - 80 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC layer</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11p PHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Simulator</td>
<td>SUMO 0.32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicular Network Simulation</td>
<td>Veins 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete Event Simulator</td>
<td>OMNeT++ 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Power</td>
<td>20 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Transmission Rate</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Performance analysis

In order to perform an initial validation of the proposed approach, a series of experiments was defined to be executed on a simulation environment for vehicular networks. For that, we considered an environment based on three main elements: 1) Veins (4.7v) [39], an open-source tool to model the connectivity among elements of the urban context (offering an implementation of the IEEE 802.11p protocol for the simulated connectivity); 2) SUMO (0.32v) [36], responsible for modeling the urban context (Roads, vehicles, and maps); and 3) OMNeT++ (5.3v) [24], which deals with the network and connectivity aspects. The performance parameters used in our experiments are described in Table 5.

We performed the simulations using one Grid scenario but with two distinct behaviors, i.e., sparse and congested vehicular density. While the 1 to 6 road segments have low traffic flow (sparse), the 7 to 12 road segments are highly congested. All experiments were performed for all methods implemented in the fog (Baseline, Adapted-DBSCAN, and Adapted-OPTICS) for later transmission of data to the cloud (TCDS). We assume a scenario with only one RSU with a coverage of 1 km².

Data forwarding methods were employed in the fog Layer to deal with the continuous data stream environment. (i) Baseline (Algorithm 1) represents a well-spread-algorithm that works with a packet frequency of 1 Hz to identify traffic congestion, sending all traffic data collected in the VANET environment to the cloud. (ii) Adapted-DBSCAN (Algorithm 2), which uses a sliding window to reduce traffic data and efficiently extract online traffic congestion levels, and (iii) Adapted-OPTICS (Algorithm 3), the third employed method.

An ordinary DBSCAN requires two parameters: the maximum distance between two points given by \(\varepsilon\) and the minimum number of points required in a neighborhood (MinPts). In addition to these parameters, our Adapted-DBSCAN requires the \(\lambda\), representing a set of data stream points to each cluster. Thus, as we deal with fewer data in each time window in a continuous data flow environment, the parameter MinPts was defined \(\geq 3\) to identify the formations of the traffic congestion, but it is important to highlight that the greater the amount of data, the more significant the chosen value for MinPts should be, which avoids the increase of noise. The neighborhood radius \(\varepsilon\) is related to the radius coverage and was defined according to coverage of the RSU (1 km²) and \(\lambda = 10\%.\) Both algorithms were explained in detail in Section 3.3.2.

Adapted-OPTICS is closely related to Adapted-DBSCAN; however, unlike this, this algorithm implements an automatic variable neighborhood radius. This feature tries to deal with the problem of detecting meaningful clusters in data of varying density. Adapted-OPTICS receives two parameters \(\varepsilon\) and MinPts, which are used to define the coverage of the dataset that should be processed. In this work, \(\varepsilon\) was defined based on a knee method [30], which is reprocessed for each data set received from the temporal window. The MinPts was configured using a percentage of this resultant data set.

Following our proposed goals, we analyzed the algorithms’ impact on network cost and accuracy in the next subsections.

4.1. Network cost evaluation

The traffic data generated over time by vehicles is usually large in volume, leading to network congestion and higher communication expenses. We assume a wireless network link between fog and cloud with a max rate of 340 (KB/sec). Network Bandwidth \(NB\) of this wireless link is given by \(SB/T\), where \(SB\) represents the traffic data, and \(T\) is the channel bandwidth. \(SB\) is also given by \(LB + Bx\), where \(LB\) is the \(\sum_{i=0}^{n} B\), representing the sum of all packet sizes and \(Bx\) is the average arrival rate. The greater the number of vehicles, the greater is \(NB\). We approach this problem minimizing \(LB\), which is subjected to the constraint \(Ao \geq A_{min}\), where \(Ao\) is the accuracy obtained, and \(A_{min}\) is the minimum accuracy acceptable (LOS from HCM) to detect traffic congestion.

\(NB\) was obtained from an average of 30 replication of an experiment (cf., Table 5) regarding the network usage for Baseline, Adapted-DBSCAN, and Adapted-OPTICS. These replications of a single experiment were conducted to quantify 95% Confidence Interval (CI) of the network usage variable. Hence, the performance analysis project is composed of factors and levels to show the impact on the response variables. The factors analyzed were the (i) algorithms, which we alternate among Adapted-DBSCAN, Adapted-OPTICS, and Baseline; (ii) flow of vehicles, based on “SUMO” simulator to generate a random flow; and (iii) beacons rate, which is based on the frequency generation. These factors were evaluated to show the impact on the response variables, which allowed us to get measures such as network used rate, average speed, and accuracy, which can be obtained by the level of service implemented in Algorithm 4.

As shown in Fig. 3, the Adapted-DBSCAN generates less use of the network than other methods over time. This occurs due to the data reduction rate achieved with this adaptation and the way this algorithm tackles the clustering forming. Adapted-DBSCAN minimizes the network usage by 60% compared to the Baseline and by 40% compared to the Adapted-OPTICS. Analyzing the Baseline algorithm, it is possible to note that the network usage increases over time. This can be explained by the increase in the number of vehicles during the experiment. To a lesser scale, a trend of growth can also be observed in the Adapted-OPTICS algorithm. On the other hand, network usage decreases for Adapted-
DBSCAN as more groups are formed, and therefore less data is sent over the network link.

Although the proposed framework provides an efficient model for data reduction and minimizing network cost, we need to ensure that the data reduction process maintains its original main characteristics without compromising the necessary accuracy to identify the variation in traffic congestion.

4.2. Accuracy evaluation

In order to check the LOS metric (accuracy) results in-depth, we assume in this subsection that the Baseline algorithm ensures high accuracy when detecting traffic congestion due to the absence of data reduction. Therefore, we use Baseline as a reference for the Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS algorithms. Therefore, Fig. 4 shows each traffic data containing the vehicle speed over time for each road. The first six roads have a higher average speed than the last six. These two different behaviors offer a view of the environment with and without traffic congestion.

As shown in Fig. 4, both Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS show a very close trend for speed monitoring. Adapted-OPTICS demonstrates a slight advantage in terms of hits compared to the Adapted-DBSCAN. Moreover, we can observe that while the level of traffic increases, the clustering algorithms behave in a similar way. Fig. 5 shows the similarity when using LOS precision.

Fig. 6 shows a regression model for all strategies of our framework. As we can observe, the correlation between algorithms increases as the simulation time also increases. This scenario can be explained by an increase in the traffic level over the simulation time and the increase in the amount of data analyzed. Within this context, we can observe that the cluster-based algorithms Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS reach a better accuracy when applied to high traffic flow scenarios.

Fig. 7 shows an Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF), which presents an analyze data behavior during the simulation. We analyze the increase in the speed frequency during the experiments. Fig. 7 presents that 70% of speed data are upper to 20km/h. This trend was observed for all algorithms. Thus, we can note that even using less data, Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS were able to follow the data distribution of the Baseline during the experiments.

The average accuracy (LOS) of the Adapted-DBSCAN per road is shown in Fig. 8. It is possible to notice a high accuracy achieved by the framework using Adapted-DBSCAN despite the data reduction. There are fewer vehicles in scenarios of low traffic congestion, and therefore the number of clusters is reduced. For example, we have
a few data clusters produced in road number 2, leading to a 5% loss of accuracy. This minimum decrease in accuracy occurs for most roads number 1 to 6 when the scenario has a light traffic flow. On the other hand, when the scenario is overloaded, our algorithm reaches almost 100% accuracy, following the Baseline method and Adapted-OPTICS.

The Silhouette Coefficient is a measure of quality for a structured cluster. In this work, we use this measure to evaluate the quality level of clusters generated by the Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS in the whole simulation. This method quantifies both the cohesion and separation between groups of instances \( n \). The cohesion \( a_{xi} \) of an instance \( xi \) is calculated as the average distance between \( xi \) and all other instances in the same group as \( xi \). The separation \( b_{xi} \) is the minimum distance between \( xi \) and instances in all other groups. Rousseeuw [29] denotes the Silhouette Coefficient by Equation (2):

\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{X}} \left( \frac{b_{xi} - a_{xi}}{\max(a_{xi}, b_{xi})} \right)
\]

The Silhouette ranges in \([-1; 1]\), with larger values suggesting better cohesion and separation among clusters. Fig. 9 shows the result of the Silhouette Coefficient for the clustering algorithms used in our framework. To compare both clustering methods, the x-axis is given by a normalized simulation time, which represents the aggregated results at different points in time. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows all the groups formed during the simulation time. There is a certain variation in the values found for the two algorithms over each simulation time unit. Adapted-OPTICS presents great variability due to the natural characteristic of cluster a more number of disjunct groups in relation to Adapted-DBSCAN. There is a greater difference between the results at the beginning of the simulation. This occurs due to the reduced number of vehicles, which generates fewer groups for analysis. As the number of vehicles increases, the density grouping algorithms tend to maintain regularity and similarities in the results, with coefficients between 0.5 and 0.7 with low variability.

Silhouette is one of the most important metrics to represent quality for general clustering algorithms. However, the Silhouette is not appropriate to fully explain the dynamic of flow vehicles on the roads, as it disregards issues related to traffic, such as the direction of the vehicle and the position on the road for the creation of the groups.

5. Conclusion

Traffic congestion is one of the major problems for citizens living in large cities worldwide, leading to economic, environmental, and social issues in urban centers. In this way, traffic congestion detection systems use a large amount of traffic data stream to measure the source and severity of traffic flow online, increase network costs, and overload the existing network link infrastructure, especially from the edge of the network to the cloud. To overcome this continuous traffic data stream issue, we presented in this article a data clustering framework to reduce the traffic data stream, avoiding flooding the network link between RSUs/fog and the cloud.

The traffic data clustering framework employs two adapted clustering methods to reduce traffic data used by TCDs. Besides, a non-clustering method called Baseline was used to cover congestion detection without data reduction. As expected, Baseline has high accuracy but affects the network usage due to the absence of a data reduction method. On the other hand, our Adapted-DBSCAN and Adapted-OPTICS were able to reduce network usage and delay by clustering the traffic data based on vehicle density. As a comparative basis to the Adapted-DBSCAN, we used the clustering density algorithm Adapted-OPTICS, which showed a good level of accuracy compared to Baseline, but with a lower data reduction than Adapted-DBSCAN. For clustering methods, the more density, the less proportional information is transmitted from fog to the cloud due to the increasing number of vehicles per cluster. Therefore, the Adapted-DBSCAN proves worth reducing the traffic data while maintaining accuracy, mainly when the vehicular traffic environment is highly congested.

As future works, we intend to make improvements in the Silhouette Coefficient to cover traffic congestion aspects, allowing us to incorporate traffic flow characteristics in the equation that measures the quality of the clusters.
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